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> About us

We’ve built the largest community of corporate innovators, strategy execs, and 
R&D leaders — and we work hard to help them achieve real impact in their 
organizations. 

innovationleader.com
@innolead on Twitter & Instagram



> 2021 will set a record for startup funding



> In the US, 4 dominant cities



> But there’s lots of activity globally 

Source: StartupBlink.com/startups



> …And ecosystems may be getting remade
Pre-COVID Now

Accelerators attracted startups to specific cities Most accelerators are either fully virtual or hybrid; 
limited “residency” requirement

In-person conferences and networking events 
facilitated information flow, deals, recruiting

Meetings and networking happen via Zoom

Talent was accustomed to commuting in to a city to 
show up at an office; easy to recruit people who 
already had jobs in Cambridge/Seattle/SF

People are getting accustomed to working 
remotely, from where they want to live

VCs wanted to meet founders face to face, attend 
in-person board meetings (without needing to 
travel too much)

VCs comfortable investing without F2F meeting; 
will attend board meetings via Zoom

Startups invested in physical office space, with 
perks, to foster culture & collaboration

Startups shedding or reducing office space, 
planning periodic off-sites (and not necessarily in 
“cluster” cities)



> A few big exceptions: Universities, life sci, hardware



> Going forward, ecosystem strategy for corporates 
needs to be:

• More global
• More focused on well-defined business problems
• More open, clear and communicative 

• What are you looking for?
• Who is the key contact?
• What are the modes of interaction?
• How does your process play out?

• More respectful of startups’ time



> Recent research from IL & MIT Corporate Relations 



> Defining the ‘why’ is key



> What are corporates doing?



> What is a ‘quality’ startup?



> What is a ‘quality’ startup?



> Biggest challenges, according to corporates



> Biggest challenges, according to corporates



> Biggest challenges, according to startups



> Biggest challenges, according to startups



> Biggest challenges of scaling, according to startups



> Startup engagement increasing in Asia & Europe



> Questions and contact info

scott@innovationleader.com

innovationleader.com/email
@innolead
linkedin.com/company/innovation-leader

Excerpt of the latest report at 
innovationleader.com/research


